The excitement for a normal friendly match was never before experienced as it was on Saturday July
4th 2020 AC (A er Corona). To put things to perspec ve, ZCCC U11s played their last compe ve
match of any sort in Nov 2019 BC (Before Corona) at the Gingins Indoor tournament and their last
outdoor match was way back in September 2019 BC at Romande Cup.
The friendly against Basel at Bachgraben Basel, saw wonderful par cipa on of 13 players from ZCCC
team and 12 from Basel. They were well supported by perfect weather for a game of cricket. This
match was 24 overs per innings.

Kabir (BDJCC) won the toss and decided to bowl ﬁrst. Zürich Crickets, ba ng ﬁrst, got oﬀ to a
shocking start when Furqan was bowled on the ﬁrst ball of the match by Joshka. Dhruv joined Fynn
and they both started rebuilding the innings. With help of some wides, the total was 22/2 when
Joshka got a second breakthrough with ge ng Dhruv (3) LBW. This brought Tejas (5) to the crease,
he and ever reliable Fynn kept the scoreboard cking for some overs. The running between the
wickets and calling was wonderful to watch. A er Tejas’s dismissal Vedant (2) con nued suppor ng
Fynn. Vedant hit a few eye catching shots before Zurich lost two quick wickets in form of Vedant and
Faizan.
At 67/5, when Fynn re red (on balls), it wasn’t looking good for Zurich. Avik (1*) and Ishaan (0) were
at the crease. Both experienced enough to know very well that in these types of matches what

ma ers most is playing full quota of overs. They did just that and defended every ball and with the
help of Mr Extra the scoreboard kept cking. A er losing Ishaan, Ben(0) joined Avik but
unfortunately was run out. Siddhant (1) , Harsh (2) , Tanish (1) contributed in the last few overs and
made sure that Zurich ﬁnished on 133 which was a good total, provided the extras were controlled.

Chasing a target of 134, Joshka (9*) and Emaad (6) began steadily. Captain Fynn gave chances to
younger bowlers ﬁrst, giving them a buﬀer of huge score. Ben, Moskh and Siddhant did a good job
containing the ﬂow of runs. The pair of Joshka and Emaad started to open their hands more and the
runs started ﬂowing quickly. That is when Fynn introduced himself and got a very important wicket
trapping Emaad LBW. Dhruv bowled a very quick and economical spell and kept a check on the Basel
scoring rate.
Wickets fell quickly as all the bowlers chipped in, Vedant (1/5), Avik (1/4) and Harsh (1/6) made sure
Zurich always had the match in control. However frequent extras made sure Basel were never out of
reach of the total. Furqan and Fynn had great ou ngs as keepers as well with 1 and 2 stumping
respec vely. Tanish and Vedant contributed with 1 run outs each
25 required oﬀ 21 balls meant the match was in balance when Joshka returned from re rement. But
Faizan’s (2/13) double-wicket over put Zurich in charge. Harsh’s excellent catch oﬀ Joshka was a key
moment of the chase. The last over was bowled by Furqan(1/8 ) who made sure there were no more
surprises and made sure the game was won comfortably by 18 runs.

